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“This includes a long backstory of nonhuman influences shaping 

humanity and planetary resources behind the scenes for a very long time. 

Many of the historical trigger events of our Galactic human history bear 

out these same influences, who are once again trying to superimpose upon 

and redirect the future of humanity for their own purposes. The more we 

recover our true history the easier it is to see the players and agendas 

behind the current events playing out in our globalscape. We are currently 

living through multiple trigger events purposed to permanently modify and 

eclipse all that makes us human. Many are awakening to see more clearly 

some of the players, institutional structures and hidden motivations 

working to achieve the transhumanist agenda and enslavement of humanity. 

The choice is before us, will we become AI assimilated into the Technocracy 

or awaken human consciousness to a much higher potential? 

We have been told by the current public faces trotted out by the 

Controllers, the unelected and elected representatives, that personal 

freedom and normalcy will not return to our daily lives unless we submit to 

their authority and participate in a mandated global vaccination plan. This 

month we will look at how the vaccination campaigns of the 20th century led 

by the Bloodline families and headed by the Rockefellers, were actually 

designed as chemical and social engineering programs for the Genetic 

Modification of Human DNA. These campaigns were engineered to interface 

with an assortment of other soft kill methods to implement a slow and 

invisible eugenics program that would eventually lead to cybernetic control 

and transhumanist goals. 

The following information is not to be construed as medical advice, but is 

intended for your empowerment and to aid in your own due diligence 

research. Despite the urban legends, the public vaccination campaigns since 

the early 20th century were designed by the Controllers for genetic 

modification purposes and as controlled medical experiments. Public health 

and eradication of diseases were not the actual goal of these mass 

marketing campaigns. Behind the public façade, they were supporting the 

agendas of directed evolution and eugenics via the administering of 
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synthetic compounds and chemical based genetic engineering, then marketing 

it to the masses as progressive science and medicine. Today, most medical 

authorities and patients actually have no idea what ingredients are being 

injected directly into their bloodstream through vaccinations. A payload of 

neurological toxins designed to Genetically Modify Human DNA and bypass all 

of the human body's natural and true immunity is being delivered, 

forfeiting protection from pathogenic foreign invaders. 

This information is intended to help understand the larger agendas of 

Genetic Modification of Human DNA through the use of chemical based genetic 

engineering and cybernetics used to prepare the human body to be a conduit 

for artificial frequencies in order to be enslaved as a cyborg biological 

machine. Injections, GMO's and synthetic pharmaceuticals that are commonly 

researched, manufactured and delivered through the system of the medical 

industry, are all based on standards set in place by partnerships made with 



the mafia run global health organizations. The global health organizations 

and scientific journals were established as friendly storefronts of 

credibility for the medical professionals and to block public scrutiny in 

order to make it appear as if there were watchdogs overseeing ethical 

medical standards of practice, while looking out for the greater good of 

public health. Nothing is further from the truth, in the corrupt 

environment run by the global health factions that use blackmail, bribery 

and lobbying to pursue their special interests and control scientific 

dogma. This is much more than corporate greed and incompetence; as it 

serves a much larger agenda for nonhuman interests. This includes the 

collusion of those organizations entrusted to set acceptable medical 

standards and health policy which regulate prescriptions, vaccines and 

injections, bio-tech medical devices and the ranges of toxic environmental 

exposures, while actually measuring the effects that these assorted 

chemicals and weaponized organisms have on human consciousness and DNA. We 

have entered a new era when these many substances are being combined with 

nanotech to functionally interface us with a host of electronic devices 

which transmit digitally coded frequencies, along with their artificial 

intelligence programs that are designed for collecting data, implanting 

thoughts, surveillance and hooking up our brain's neuronal links into the 

hive net. 

How Did We Get Here? 

The Controllers have used the influence of the mainstream media and the 

mass promotion of the academic-science-medical system to prepare the masses 

over the past hundred years through chemical, social and genetic 

engineering programs to make the current generations much more susceptible 

to the idea of genetically modifying themselves to ultimately carry out 

transhumanist goals. When Cybernetics was popularized in the academic 

circles after World War II, ongoing conferences were organized by scholars 

throughout many disciplines for the purpose of study and experimentation on 

the types of control and communication that could be exerted over “the 

animal and the machine”, and then ultimately finding ways of merging them 

together. These conferences began the academic think tanks used by the 

intelligence community that further expanded into the secret society groups 

and the bloodline family's covert meetings for troubleshooting the methods 

for steering control of the population. Thus, working on methods for 

influencing the collective consciousness energy potentials in the human 

mind to move us in the directions that they wanted us to go. 

Essentially, they began to set up the border guards of the matrix 

throughout the control pillars of society, with the mainstream narrative on 

repeat lulling people to stay asleep and just follow the arrows painted on 

the floor. Cyberneticists focus on how any person or thing processes 

information, reacts to that information and then studies the stimulus 

response that needs to be introduced in order to change the behavior as 

well as the output levels needed to achieve the desired result for the 

control operator. Cybernetics is a vast interdisciplinary strategy that 



expanded its influence into the many fields of study within psychology, and 

clearly this was instrumental in developing multiple levels of strategies 

for exerting social control, mind control, Pavlovian classical 

conditioning, all leading up to covert brainwashing methods that are used 

for psychological warfare and MKUltra programming. 

As a result of cybernetics being entrenched in science, academia, medicine 

and even the entertainment industry, many people have been brainwashed to 

think that implanting chips, neural links into AI brains and adding bionic 

parts will create an immortal superhuman. This is the supposed stated goal 

of cybernetics on steroids, evolved into the transhumanist agendas. 

Currently, the NAA is taking the mass genetic experimentation to the next 

level, the intended transmission for the embodiment of AI signals running 

throughout the human cells, bio-neurology and brain, which suspends free 

and independent thought and potentially creates mind-controlled automatons 

and cyborgs. The elite regularly promote cybernetic control theory 

experiments through their overall strategies to build out of the Internet 

of Things (IoT), Smart cities and the merging of humans with machines, 

promoting this as making positive strides towards improving society. In 

fact, as an example this year at Davos there was a special session 

dedicated to discuss the topic, “When Humans Become Cyborgs”. 

To achieve the end goals of cybernetics, methodical steps have been taken 

to re-structure society so the masses would easily obey authority, by 

shaping human perception with repeated mind control propaganda about the 

proven sciences supposedly behind these innovations, especially those being 

pushed through the medical industry. Powerful medical directors or global 

health organization representatives can hold patents on designer viruses or 

other scientific discoveries in which they can effectively write their own 

white papers in scientific journals through paid grants or donations, 

establishing the precise conclusions that are favorable for selling, 

distributing or mandating their medical product for servicing the global 

supply. Otherwise said, major conflicts of interest exist at the highest 

levels when it comes to standards of enforcing public health. As long as 

bribery, intimidation, threats and blackmail are used to enforce public 

health, there is no real public health. Only the illusion that we have a 

robust medical system, which is actually based upon paid for science 

journals along with infiltrated academic environments and global health 

organizations employed by the special interests of the Controllers. 

Thus, it was important for them to repeat the same false narratives over 

many years and to run marketing campaigns in order to condition the masses 

to trust the credibility of medicine by accepting the science journals, 

global health authorities and pharmaceutical corporations without question. 

High statistics of mortality and disability from hospital medical 

negligence, along with known pharmaceutical and vaccine damage has been 

completely ignored or brushed aside, to withhold that critical information 

from the public. It has taken years of brainwashing through the mainstream 

media to train consumers to over-rely on the authority of the medical 



system, foregoing their own intuition, in which the medical consumer 

submits to the medical deity to prescribe various delivery methods of 

chemical based genetic engineering. Without the awareness of how these 

synthetic chemicals or combined “medicines” actually interact with 

their organic body immunity and human consciousness, informed consent has 

been subverted. The billion-dollar marketing campaigns of the main 

pharmaceutical global health conglomerates run the mainstream media news, 

in which they get to decide what commentary is allowed to be spoon fed to 

the masses, thereby eliminating any objective or critical information about 

the failures of western medicine. 

By carrying out these deceptive anti-Christ agendas, these death cult 

bloodline families believe they get to rule the earth forever as living 

Gods, above any laws. The death cult Controllers covert mission has been to 

intentionally and systematically genetically modify organic human DNA for 

the purpose of enslaving humans as genetic specimens for ongoing 

experimentation and slavery, while supplying an unlimited access of 

energetic loosh and genetically hybridized bodies for the NAA. This 

includes the many hidden underground laboratories known to the elites, born 

from cyberneticists for this very purpose. These are basically cloning 

stations used for genetic testing and genetic harvesting in which test tube 

babies, cloning, double sperm in vitro fertilization, SRA and removing the 

mother's DNA and ovum from out of the pregnancy process, are ongoing live 

experiments. The misogyny knows no end in this twisted and sick world, in 

which the psychopaths are hell bent to genetically modify and create bodies 

that kill the inner Christ spirit and God spark within the organic human 

body. Thus, declaring these genetically engineered bodies and transhuman 

modifications as the new creation intended to be Satan's spawn. 

The Controllers completely infiltrated the academic, science and medical 

authority power structures throughout society, and installed those groomed 

and loyal bloodline death cult members into their top ranks to serve as the 

heads of industry and public faces. The academic-science-medical system, 

bio-technology, pharmaceutical companies are controlled at the top by the 

members in the main factions of the death cult that answer to the highest 

levels of the Dragon Moth forces they contact during satanic rituals. To 

understand why these dark entities want unlimited access to control human 

physical bodies for their personal use, first we need to be aware that most 

of them are disembodied phantom creatures without the ability to incarnate 

into a corporeal form or recreate a living physical body on this plane. 

Genetic engineering human DNA serves this purpose for them, as they can 

more easily control our minds, possess our bodies, hijack our genetic code, 

sacrifice our children, and siphon our light source when we are filled with 

toxic chemicals and mind control, having no idea that they exist. 

Whether we call them NAA, Satan or Lucifer does not matter, for these 

parasitic forces are the enemies of the human race. For those of us aware 

of the end goals of these bloodline families, it is disturbing to note that 

the entire scope of genetic research projects and the genetic engineering 



industries are deeply entrenched and controlled by these satanic families. 

The Hollywood and entertainment satanic death cults are especially involved 

in these unethical activities carried out secretly in the cloning stations. 

The entertainment industry has used subliminal programming and digital code 

within the media content for many years already, in order to program the 

masses to become violent, hyper-sexual and prone to impulsive 

self-destruction in which to increase the forces of chaos. The social 

engineering of entertainment media and video games continually implanting 

thoughts of self-destruction and harm is effective at dumbing down the 

masses, and disconnecting them from their inner spirit and possibility for 

exercising free will and gaining the self-determination required to lead 

their lives. This is the cyberneticist's satanic dream for total control 

over the human body. 

The Rockefellers have been especially prolific with their funding of 

cybernetics and in the infiltration of the academic, science and medical 

environments, and so some brief information about their rise to power over 

the past 150 years is helpful as a case study of understanding the agendas 

of these death cult bloodline families. 

Rockefeller Bloodline 

The Luciferian-Satanic death cult bloodlines are connected to over 500 

global Power Elite families, in which they are dedicated to the cult's 

overall agendas of preserving power through blood ritual practices and the 

mainstreaming of satanic ideology, while administering to the One World 

Order objectives that serve their NAA overlords. There are no sovereign 

nations or borders for the cult, they think of the entire global population 

as their slaves, and each bloodline family has carved out a section of the 

planetary territory for their personal dominion. They are far from acting 

in unified cooperation; however they believe themselves to be 

representative of the living Gods and that the rest of the human population 

is to be subservient to their rule and worship them as such. For instance, 

the Rockefeller family has people who are selected as Kings and Princes 

within their own bloodline in performing secret rituals used to maintain 

their power and connect directly with NAA forces. They secretly rule over 

an industry or area of the world for their own bloodline while this 

influence is being hidden from the public knowledge and view. Annual 

meetings are taken with seats at the global bloodline table with those that 

have high ranks and roles in power, under several different storefront 

organizations, supposedly acting as global think tanks for discussing 

whatever their current themes of concern are for carrying out the overall 

purposes of the Controller agenda. 

When patriarch John Rockefellers unimaginable wealth soared in the late 

1880's making him the richest American of all time, he quickly realized 

that capturing the news and running marketing campaigns were necessary to 

portray his family name as directly associated with philanthropy. He hired 

people for public relations pieces for the purpose of giving the public 



media perception that the Rockefellers invest their wealth back into the 

common people through the many charitable organizations they founded, in 

order to gain the masses approval and adoration. The Rockefeller family has 

exerted enormous controls over various magazines, newspapers and media that 

still have a lingering impact in current times. They are decision makers 

over who gets press and media time, who gets favorable publicity and who is 

being slandered and portrayed unfavorably. This marketing ruse and 

coordinated effort by monopolizing mainstream media content has worked out 

very well for them. This tactic is used today by these bloodline families 

to craft explicit backstories and false historical profiles as manufactured 

advertising campaigns for those people that are assigned to be the public 

faces and are the main actors representing and protecting certain areas of 

the cabal's interests. 

Thus, the son of William Avery “devil bill”, John D. Rockefeller became 

the ruthless and genius architect inserting his power and influential 

control from behind the philanthropic veil of his many charitable 

organizations. He was the first wealthy magnate to avoid income tax 

liabilities through setting up several charitable trusts and philanthropic 

organizations. Secret trusts within secret trusts in which he would avoid 

paying any taxes and yet pull the governmental strings and hide his 

powerful influence in manipulating global affairs to his advantage. His 

fortune was mainly used to create the modern systematic approach of 

targeted philanthropy through the creation of multiple layers of 

foundations that had a major effect on monopolizing global health policy 

and further impacted medicine, education, and scientific research. This led 

to the extension of this cabal family's reach which has greatly influenced 

world banking, religion, charities, mainstream news, university curriculum 

and related foreign policies within the global health and medical 

organizations, in which the decision-making process is managed at the top 

by primarily the Rockefeller line. Bill and Melinda Gates are prime 

examples of the public face that has been assigned for this set up of the 

Rockefeller agenda, in which the adoring mainstream media eagerly complies 

to promote vaccines as the world savior. 

During the mid-1950's these bloodlines agreed to take different roles in 

their areas of expertise in which they would continue to wage their hidden 

war against the public, by throwing vast amounts of money at the promotion 

of satanic based ideologies while methodically infiltrating all top 

powerful positions in the pillars of society. This was purposed to take 

full control over their future direction. The Rockefellers put their sights 

on the Ivy League and other major academic environments, offering large 

research grants to leading educators and scientific researchers, money 

essentially earmarked to influence the future direction and outcomes of 

research. They put a great deal of money towards furthering their personal 

interests by defining medicine through cybernetic theory, as well as the 

promotion of satanic based ideas of Marxism. By massively funding or giving 

grants to most American Universities, they knew that higher education 

greatly influences social control through the shaping of personal values 



and religious ideologies of those impressionable young minds enrolled at 

University. 

Thus, multiple layers of educational philanthropic organizations were 

developed to exercise a high degree of social control over the educational 

content given to children and young adults, to bring about the Marxist 

ideology and other special interests they sought to promote in the sciences 

and medical field, through the intended hijack of curriculums taught in the 

school system. Genetic modification and mind control were key to their 

agenda and so they conspired with other bloodline families, such as the 

DuPont's who controlled the production of the worlds chemicals, along with 

the biggest players that develop and control GMO's, to devise the most 

effective delivery systems to the masses. 

Medical Industry as the Delivery System 

Genetic modification of human beings is carried out by mind control methods 

and uses the umbrella of the current medical industry as its main delivery 

system in order to make humans more genetically hospitable for the NAA 

species to colonize and finally inhabit the earth surface. The goal for 

infiltrating the medical system was to first torture and inject us as 

babies coming into this world, and to continue this medical torture and 

inject us on the way out, to capture our consciousness in physical pain, 

torment and spiritual disconnection. This in itself is an effective set up 

for demonic possession of the human soul, while in a most vulnerable 

transition of being birthed into this world and then setup to be sick or in 

pain when leaving this world, through current medical design. Over the last 

hundred years with Rockefeller and other bloodline families heading several 

storefronts of medical philanthropy organizations, the forced exposure to 

many chemical compounds, toxins and poisons combined with experimental 

genetic engineering began, using human beings of all ages as their lab 

rats. The medical industry was cleverly hidden as the perfect delivery 

system, consumer products being peddled as health care, when for the most 

part the design is purely profit driven, cruel and satanic. 

The use of vaccinations for chemical based genetic engineering, mind 

control and eventual surveillance, as well as generating illness and 

disability in the most vulnerable population, has been a well-funded and 

incredibly organized campaign since 1955 when Jonas Salk headed the polio 

vaccination crusade. Hailed as a medical research genius and hero of the 

American public, he was one of the first architects of instituting the 

plandemic, along with the “flood the zone” public relations campaigns 

to shift perception that vaccinations were absolutely necessary for 

guaranteeing healthy immunity. 

Even back then, the Controllers knew that in order for the population to 

gain trust in the medical, pharmaceutical and vaccine industry over many 

decades, these industries had to be vigorously marketed and portrayed as 

trustworthy and absolutely necessary for ensuring public health in order to 



eradicate the spread of infectious diseases. It's perfectly safe and tested 

they told us, as they injected neuro-poisons into our children. This 

controlled narrative from seventy years ago is still incredibly relevant 

today in shaping minds and controlling perception and optics surrounding 

pharmaceutical companies and their never-ending array of consumer products, 

some mandated in childhood vaccine schedules, that supposedly have the 

backing of an ethical and well researched mainstream science. This is and 

was always false, the primary objective of Big Pharma and bio-technology 

industries backed by the Controllers was for the ultimate goal of directed 

evolution; chemical genetic engineering and fusing organic human biology 

with injections of artificial or foreign energy bodies for achieving their 

cybernetic dream, the eugenicist and transhumanist goals. 

Until we can access truthful information beyond the propaganda and payola 

in order to know our actual history, then study and learn from the events 

in the past, we are destined to keep repeating the same mistakes that 

generate catastrophic harm to humanity. The level of orchestrated attacks 

against human freedoms that are being implemented in the United States 

today, would have been considered the imaginary storyline from the horror 

genre, a science fiction movie just a few short months ago. What has been 

happening for many years as a secretly held conspiracy amongst the Power 

Elite is no longer theory, but backed up by independent researchers with 

factual evidence and results. What is currently being observed in the 

mainstream narrative is Orwellian, there are not sufficient words to 

describe the horror of the tyranny and psychological warfare that is being 

inflicted upon the global population. Yet we've been here at this similar 

timeline juncture before, although similar events in the past have been 

memory-holed1 so that we forget. The multiple assaults of this 

long-orchestrated plan of the quiet war, has recently dropped several bombs 

throughout human western civilization that are explicitly designed to 

cripple and destroy everything that is of value in human culture. They hate 

humanity and seek to destroy our loving heart and culture, and now it 

really shows. 

Many people have believed the mainstream narrative that the current state 

of world suffering, poverty, disease and violence was created accidentally, 

and that what we see today in the globalscape was the organic evolution of 

humanity since the industrial age. This is inaccurate. The elite bloodline 

families have methodically and patiently grown their global agenda through 

specific objectives, which they sought to create through the use of social 

engineering and hidden technological mind control, along with gaining 

surveillance over our every move. What we see happening now in the 

globalscape is the plan that has been in place since World War II, when 

nonvisible electromagnetic technology weapons and the blueprint of 

cybernetics became available as the result of exchanges made with the 

Greys. 

If we know the end result desired in the overall Controller plan, we can 

connect the dots and know the steps taken to get there, thus helping to 



educate more of the population to stop feeding the mainstream narrative and 

these anti-human control structures. Going back to the advent of the first 

microwave devices in the CIA handled University environment, gives us an 

important timeline factor in seeing how the first working prototypes for 

targeting nonvisible microwaves, is what emboldened these bloodline 

families to declare a domestic and global war against humanity. At this 

time, they had in their hand's effective silent weapons, computerized 

technology and cybernetics that remained unseen and unknown by the masses, 

yet was an incredibly effective weapon used for eroding and destroying the 

fabric of civilized human society. 

They wanted to combine the medical delivery system methods of assorted 

synthetic chemicals, injections and drugs, and measure the effects this 

would have for mass mind control purposes to further dumb down and enslave 

the population. With every injection of neurotoxins, swallowing of 

chemicals, combined with MKUltra mind control transmissions and classical 

conditioning tactics saturating the mainstream media, how many IQ points 

would be lost? When they had bombarded the children via the vaccination 

schedule with enough neuro-toxins to finally hit the autism spectrum and 

spur the endless classifications of auto-immune diseases in adults, they 

must have thought they hit the jackpot. A high number of profoundly sick 

people served to completely distract the population to become fully 

dependent on their inverted system as lifelong medical consumers, involved 

in never ending doctor visits, multiple prescriptions, and sometimes 

bankrupted from supposed lifesaving operations. This would keep a large 

segment of the population busy in survival mode trying to dogpaddle to keep 

their heads above water, entrained to be devoted medical consumers from 

cradle to grave, while they could not see the predators hidden in plain 

sight. 

During this phase of the organized declaration of the quiet war, the secret 

think tanks began to explore mass experimentation combining the effects of 

chemical injections with being exposed to an assortment of microwave and 

radio frequencies. Citing their primary target as the future 

destabilization and enslavement of America, the methodical infiltration at 

the top of the power structures, intelligence community and political 

leaders were personally handpicked, groomed and initiated into service by 

the bloodlines, as they began to organize themselves and make preparations 

for their desired end goals of merging humans with machines. Those powerful 

people are still there guarding their posts. Humanity is livestock to them; 

it matters not what lives or dies as long as it serves them. The next stage 

of their plan was to prepare the groundwork for laying the complete 

automation of society along with the automation of humanity, designed to 

become the soul-less biological machinery that serve the elite. This was 

the combined goal for full spectrum domination over society and the public, 

now they just had to figure out how they would gradually implement that 

into the culture by making changes that would be socially engineered in 

ways acceptable to the masses. 



Complete Automation of Society, Technocracy 

Electromagnetic weaponry and chemical based genetic engineering was used 

for a range of covert biological warfare applications that were first 

developed for the purpose of targeting civilians after World War II, when 

the military management and intelligence community in England discovered 

that these same energy weapons used during the war could be implemented for 

social engineering and carrying out domestic terrorism. The complete 

automation of society through the implementation of social engineering and 

electromagnetic mind control methods were recognized by the Controllers as 

the most effective way to maintain their ongoing control over the planetary 

resources, and continued monopolization over wealth, information and power, 

thus the ongoing subjugation of the majority of the global population. The 

ideas of the established technocracy began to form in the early years as 

cybernetics and systems theory. Whether a living human, inanimate object or 

structure, they are all measured using the same value, which is the 

potential that it has to generate some form of production, economic 

inductance or energy resources. If the item does not produce, it is 

useless. 

With the invention of the Maser (microwave amplification stimulated 

emission of radiation) device at Columbia University in 1953, the following 

year this invisible microwave technology was coopted for the future genetic 

and social engineering agendas of the Controllers. The Maser invention 

later developed into the mainstream use of lasers throughout current 

society. The difference between a laser and a maser is that the photon from 

a laser comes in the form of visible light, while a photon from a maser 

comes in the form of a nonvisible microwave. 

The Power Elite realized that with the advancement of technology and 

information being made increasingly available to the general public, the 

population would gain access to this information and in a few decades that 

could potentially topple their empires. Thus, they had to step it up and 

determined that their full spectrum domination would revolve around the 

continued development of weaponizing hidden advanced technology and 

financing projects for the nonvisible energy sciences. They would exploit 

these nonvisible technologies, such as microwave energy weapons, for 

personal gain and keep them secret from public view and scrutiny. 

Simultaneously, they would purposely dumb down the population to childlike 

comprehension levels, take control of the world by the use of hidden 

economic weapons, reducing the circulation of social energy to the rest of 

the undesirables and this would further escalate wealth inequality, world 

slavery, sickness and genocide. 

Hidden Operations as Unethical Human Experiments 

As the result of the hidden acquisition of this invisible microwave energy 

technology which few people at that time could actually comprehend, the 

Power Elite confidently declared their silent energy war against the global 



population. During the annual Controller meeting in 1954, with unlimited 

access as the main beneficiaries to develop these invisible energy 

technologies as computerized weapons against the public, the outline for 

the silent energy war against humanity was distributed to all those 

bloodline families with seats at the table. The agenda to alter the organic 

human energy field and human DNA would occur through the introduction of 

cybernetic theories and bio-engineering, which included the genetic 

modification of the food supply. By tampering with and modifying the foods 

that people consume, this not only impacted the health and wellbeing, but 

altered how the brain could process information. Now this timeline becomes 

the entry point for the dispersion of many hidden intelligence operations 

made as genetic and mind control experiments against the public without 

their awareness or consent, like Project Mockingbird and MKUltra. These 

unethical experiments are essentially the legitimation of satanic ritual 

abuse being carried out in secret on the unaware public. Sadly, there are 

many documented covert intelligence projects that were declassified in 

later years that fully demonstrate a range of unethical human 

experimentation happening in the United States agencies, which with some 

common sense informs us that this experimentation never stopped and only 

progressed with advancements of hidden and invisible technology. 

Effective social engineering requires the continual data collection and 

analysis of massive amounts of economic information compiled with the 

constantly shifting personal data profiles of the general population. This 

is used in order to predict the tipping points, the timeline triggers in 

order to productively insert orchestrated domestic terror events, otherwise 

known as False Flag or other planned attacks like the plandemic. These mass 

manipulations are used to gather and direct social energy and the 

collective consciousness, into focusing on the desired topics being managed 

by the Controllers for a larger purpose to serve their end game. With DARPA 

created Facebook and CIA backed Big tech firms assisting in the compilation 

of massive amounts of public data being given over to the Controllers 

voluntarily and for free, this data is uploaded into quantum computers 

within the AI infrastructure used for full spectrum surveillance and 

immediate analysis, along with looking glass technology. This was put into 

place in just a few short years while in the wrong hands. Over time these 

orchestrated actions of domestic and economic terrorism were analyzed along 

with the surveillance data for planning when the global society would be 

ripened for a larger takeover event, designed for total submission to the 

totalitarian plans of those behind the blueprint of the One World Order. 

Their hand was forced when a bloodline outsider got himself into the 

executive office, and now we all watch the show of intricate chess 

strategies play out day by day, as the cabal factions fight over the future 

direction of the world. Will we become AI assimilated into the Technocracy 

or awaken human consciousness to a much higher potential? 

Thus, the global community has been privy to either observing these staged 

events or playing them out as the bad actors assigned to carry out these 

meticulously orchestrated plans, as they were originally set into motion 



from the mid 1950's with their respective roles. Recently, the trigger was 

pulled for announcing societal automation combined with the automation of 

humanity into artificially intelligent hybrids or cyborgs via the roll out 

of the Technocracy, being pushed hard by the globalist organizations like 

the World Economic Forum. This is the long-awaited plan of developing their 

cybernetic based dreams used to finally implement the One World Order 

agenda. Through the ongoing set up and acquisition of an assortment of 

advanced nonvisible technology and its many pronged support 

infrastructures, this hidden agenda has finally become much more visible to 

the mainstream population this year. The end goal for the Controllers is to 

use advanced nonvisible technology such as artificial intelligence quantum 

programs, injected and sprayed chemicals, GMO's and nanotechnology to 

completely control the global population input and output levels at the 

push of a button. The control operators using a few strokes of a keyboard 

to mastermind worldwide targeting of any flavor, whether it be fear 

mongering via holographic insert, implant, economic disaster or weather 

cataclysm, instigating crowd control and mob frenzy campaigns with catchy 

slogans - all from the convenience of your easy chair. 

In order to become the target of implanted thoughts, AI or demonic 

possession of thoughtforms, it requires that human beings act like wild 

animals and do not know how to think, by intentionally disconnecting them 

from the spiritual matrix imprinted into their cells by their inner spirit 

and core self. The vaccination-injection agenda has been successful in 

harming bio-neurology to the extent it makes people's brain and neurology 

easier conduits of the AI signals being sent out for crowd control. Pay 

attention to the syntax held in repeated statements that are currently 

being used as digital codes to act as brain triggers, they can be made 

obvious when observing them in the actions, behaviors and thoughtforms of 

those behaving in a hostile manner or participating in the current outer 

turmoil. To stop this infection from happening we must discipline our 

thoughts, clear the negative ego structure and intend to deeply connect 

with our loving heart and inner spirit. 

Vaccinations 

Vaccinations are a medical treatment in the form of an injection said to be 

for the purpose of increasing immunity that is to be administered to an 

otherwise healthy individual. Many people are waking up to the unethical 

actions of the medical-pharma-CDC corporatocracy corruption ring, that are 

forcing way too many vaccination doses in untested combinations to be 

administered to healthy babies and children. Many of these controversial 

legislations that are attempting to legalize forced vaccinations, violate 

the very clear language in the Informed Consent section of the AMA Code of 

Medical Ethics. Informed Consent is directly related to preserving a human 

being's right to self-ownership, autonomy and the prevention of abusive 

conduct. 

Forced vaccination is designed to destroy the laws that protect informed 



consent and medical freedom, and all people should be mindful of this 

attack made against our human rights and our bodily health. 

Different vaccines contain different ingredients that can include lab 

altered live or inactivated viruses and bacteria, chemicals, metals, 

proteins, antibiotics, neurotoxins and human, animal and insect DNA and 

RNA. Individual responses to vaccinations are based upon the weak genetic 

link in the person, but adverse reactions can always be linked directly to 

harm the bio-neurology from the introduction of neurotoxins to the 

bloodstream. Each person's unique genetic makeup will respond to the 

neurotoxin with different physical symptoms that can be classified into a 

range of clinical diseases, but the attack against the brain, nervous 

system, DNA and mitochondria are increasingly evident in many vaccine 

injury cases. Vaccinations tend to combine multiple metals in trace 

amounts, like aluminum and mercury, which exponentially increases its toxic 

impact to damage neurons and produce brain dysfunctions. It is no wonder 

why the age for earlier onset dementia keeps dropping and Alzheimer's is 

rapidly growing in the population. When the bio-neurology is damaged, it is 

harder for that person to embody their soul or spiritual body, because the 

body repels the resonate frequencies of their higher self. 

Additionally, live virus vaccines are grown on assorted human and animal 

cells collected from aborted fetal tissue, monkeys, cows, chickens, dogs, 

mice and other animals. The way many vaccines are produced is through 

cross-species viral contamination. When foreign DNA is injected into a 

human, the body's immune response is to attack that foreign DNA. When that 

foreign animal DNA attaches to the human cells, the immune response 

includes attacking its own cells. Injecting these traces of multiple 

species DNA into the tissue and bloodstream also causes problems with DNA 

signaling in the body, with the human species original DNA. It is the 

confounding of human DNA language, designed to confuse communication in the 

cells. The human body cannot identify the original DNA signal when it 

becomes hybridized with multiple species, thus the cells are unable to 

recognize the frequency resonances of its true DNA parent. 

This is another level of the NAA introducing the injecting of animal DNA 

into the bloodstream to genetically mutate the human population to become 

more animalistic over time. This is a form of intentional genetic 

modification and forced hybridization, with multiple animal species in 

order to degrade human DNA. Unfortunately, until a Full Disclosure Event 

reveals the true design of the CDC, the masses are subjected to science 

fraud, media cover up and a massive conspiracy. The CDC is backed by the 

NAA at the very top and has engineered the childhood vaccination schedule, 

based on the fact that in the late 1980's many more Indigo and Crystal 

children were being born on the earth. These are souls from the stars, 

beings that volunteered to help planet earth move into higher consciousness 

during the Ascension Cycle. As a result, the combined assault of these 

vaccinations on some of these very sensitive and ancient souls in small 

baby bodies could be destructive to devastating to their bio-neurology and 



consciousness. This is the intention and causal event that spawned the 

CDC's aggressive vaccination campaign, upping the dose schedule at the same 

time that Indigos were showing up en masse. 

As a caring human being that is concerned about the children of the earth 

and the future of humanity, we all should do our own research and be 

mindful of who benefits from the information that we are reading on these 

topics. The intention to inject traces of animal DNA and known neurotoxins 

mixed with genetically engineered bacteria and virus into the bloodstreams 

of children is not for the health benefit of human beings. 

Weaponizing Particles for Genome Editing 

Chemical based methods of genetic engineering use natural or synthetic 

compounds that form into particles that facilitate the transfer of genetic 

material or instruction sets directly into cells. Enzymes that catalyze 

reactions in the bonds of DNA are genetic engineering techniques in which 

there can be copied, snipped or spliced DNA in order to customize a range 

of effects in a living organism. What happens when genetic engineering 

previously performed in laboratories to manipulate human DNA are now being 

uploaded as complex mathematical programs for weaponizing particles in 

quantum computers and AI machines? The next generation of programmable 

genetic engineering is now uploading its process of installing instructions 

into the cells of living beings through advanced technologies such as AI 

networks for the purpose of totalitarian global control. The more that 

humans accept the witches brew of injections and comply with this agenda of 

mandated vaccination, the more genetically modified we become in 

progressive stages with each injection. We can begin to see how this agenda 

ultimately makes humans more susceptible to the functional design of these 

nonvisible biological weapons that generate automatons with no original 

thought forms. 

Genetically engineered pathogenic material through the use of chemicals, 

nanobots, virus or other types of genetically modified organisms like 

viruses can be weaponized as delivery systems into the human body for the 

purpose of robotic automation, mind control, extracting religious or 

spiritual beliefs, while tracking bio-metric measurements and energy output 

for social energy credits. That person is also being exposed to 

technological systems designed to target microwaves or other specific 

frequencies of electromagnetic technologies that excite the weaponized 

particles or genetically modified organisms, being directed by devices 

using artificial intelligence systems. Recent gridwork projects reveal 

artificial energetic fields organized by AI networks transmitting 

weaponized particles into certain areas of the planetary grid network, 

which appear to be experimenting with these effects impacting the 

population during the recent global plandemic. Much has been ongoing to 

neutralize these impacts by benevolent forces who are protecting the earth 

from artificial intelligence generated extinction codes and gradually 

bringing us to the timeline of global awakening. Again, it is important to 



understand that this is a spiritual war, in which our heart-based 

connection and devotion to a loving God protects us from the effects of AI. 

Since the late 2000s, scientists began to develop techniques known as 

genome editing. Genome editing allows scientists to make changes to a 

specific target site in the genome. One of the techniques that has 

generated the most excitement in the science community, due to its 

efficiency and ease of use, is called CRISPR. CRISPR stands for 

“clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats.” The basis 

of CRISPR technology is a system that bacteria evolved to protect 

themselves against viruses. Scientists have now taken components of the 

CRISPR system and fashioned it into a tool for editing genomes and it 

allows researchers to easily alter DNA sequences and modify gene function. 

Clearly, modifying gene function has direct correlations to modifying human 

behavior in ways we currently know nothing about, yet we are unwilling 

participants in this mass experiment. These same processes are also being 

used in underground cloning centers for the purpose of genetic 

experimentation with assorted levels of intended enhancements or 

reconfigurations, being made to the human DNA-RNA for the purpose of 

gaining function in specialized tasks. Hidden military programs for genetic 

enhancements and cloning made for creating super soldiers is a prime 

example. 

The Working Prototype in China 

The NAA Black Sun Controller groups that have infiltrated the high-ranking 

governmental positions of power in communist China have developed these 

particular advanced technologies the furthest to set up a police state to 

track, tag, and subjugate their population. Through such delivery systems 

as facial and body recognition systems used for the purpose of biological 

and social programming, these are being administered and monitored through 

AI systems. Artificial Intelligence can exist in a digital form which can 

access a digital brain network that is connected to the internet or devices 

that are connected to the internet of things (IoT). Because AI systems can 

process and analyze way above the levels of a human being's ability to 

perceive and process information, this makes it able to easily control 

humanity in ways that will remain undetectable to the masses. 

The death cult desires to bring this same governmental structure into the 

United States, the working prototypes of AI driven 

Technocratic-Totalitarianism and its surveillance and bio-metric systems 

that have been successful in controlling the citizens of China. The entire 

Technocracy infrastructure's energetic signature is driven on the digital 

platforms they use for control, which have been inverted in name, on the 

surface for its cover infiltration mechanism. This is the transmission of 

Marxism or socialist ideology that is being designed within its mind 

controlled thoughtforms. This is the bait and switch design for 

implementing the One World Order. They also engineer synthetic organisms 



which are tested through various delivery systems like drones, nanotech and 

robots, that are fully automated and governed by AI computing systems 

running on the 5G or higher internet networks. 

There are those infiltrated into powerful positions in the USA that are 

loyal to the bloodlines in the death cult that have purposely cooperated 

and conspired with China for the very purpose of supporting the automation 

of AI technological systems required to successfully implement their 

version of the One World Order. Communist China's military government and 

police state are the prototype designed and carried out by the NAA's Black 

Suns, who have global affiliations and have access to some of the most 

dangerous AI weapons used for genetically engineering organic human 

consciousness into transhumans, clones and cyborgs. When an organic human 

consciousness and physical body come into contact with AI generated fields 

of this nature, it can generate neurological damage in the body and the 

lightbody parts, such as the nadial structure and fascia crystalline 

webbing. This creates soul body damage in which a person may not perceive 

this happening, but the personality will shift dramatically to resemble 

more of an automaton. 

Guardian Host are aware of these ongoing developments, and thus the China 

land mass and grids appear to be currently under levels of energetic 

quarantine from exercising the next level of their global power play, and 

so this power source and cash supply are diminishing quickly through an 

assortment of economic disasters and weather cataclysms, among other 

events. Ultimately, this serves the purpose of supporting humanity's 

awakening through this turbulent time, along with the beginning of the 

collapse of those supporting this evil regime. They will not succeed, at 

the same time humanity is required to be aware that this anti-human AI 

agenda is in play and to make the choice for supporting all human beings 

through disclosure events and global awakening before true emotional and 

spiritual healing can occur. 

The Black Sun creatures manipulating the Power Elite in China do not have 

an inner light energy source from within their heart center, instead there 

is a black heart center which connects them into the phantom realms. Thus, 

they are parasitic entities that require a living host body in order to 

manifest their personal will on the earth plane. Those Controllers that are 

in the bloodline death cult welcome these parasites to be hosted inside 

their body through Satanic Ritual Abuse. Whereby forfeiting their true 

humanity, as their religion tells them that being possessed by these 

ancient phantom creatures is the highest honor and sacrament, which can 

also be described as worshipping Luciferian or Satanic hierarchies as their 

God. 

To make sense of why other seemingly appearing humans desperately desire to 

exert complete control over others every move through implementing these 

nefarious plans, or want to genetically modify humanity and generate 

genetic hybrids for satanic possession, one has to face the unpleasant 



truth of those that have been controlling our world without our awareness. 

These groups are in the secret bloodline death cults, their belief systems 

of total control and ruthless power is inherent in their religion, and 

their mission is to achieve the ends which justify the means - at all 

costs. And that is to give the earth and all of her creatures to the full 

ownership and rule of these NAA archon forces, who are thought to be the 

highest God being worshipped by the death cult forces of Lucifer or Satan. 

Cloning 

The cloning of biological forms is another type of genetic modification 

being made to the organic DNA that is being copied. Cloning refers to 

different processes that can be used to produce genetically identical 

copies of a biological entity. The copied material which has the same 

genetic makeup of the original, is referred to as a clone. However, current 

science does not recognize that cloning biological entities cannot make the 

same original, because the cellular information matrix of the original soul 

occupant and living source is not recorded in cloned biology. Cloning will 

always create genetic damage and problems with the biological form because 

the cellular integrity of the tissues will lose energetic integrity, 

especially over time. Genetic modification of cloned biology's interferes 

with the station of identity or consciousness of that person travelling in 

the timelines, and this contributes to lost souls, soul capture and soul 

fragmentation which are the desired results of classic Satanic Ritual Abuse 

(SRA). 

Human cloning has secretly progressed steadily over the past twenty years 

to prepare genetically harvested human cloned bodies to be used by both AI 

systems and negative entities for SRA, as well as in soul capture or 

swapping experiments. There is nothing human existing in an AI program that 

is inserted into a cloned human body, it is artificial intelligence 

masquerading itself in a human image. What makes a human being a human 

being is the multidimensional human lightbody which imprints the unique 

energetic signature and DNA of the soul and spiritual body into the 

physical cells. It is important that the human race realize cloning, 

creating cyborgs and merging of humans with machines should be understood 

to be serious crimes against humanity, which can result in the genocide of 

organic humanity and fracture human consciousness. All organizations that 

are involved in cloning humans are committing soul rape and spiritual 

torture and should be effectively banned and criminally penalized, and 

their resources and tools ultimately confiscated. 

Calling upon Spiritual Strength with a Loving Heart 

During this time more than ever, there is critical importance in making the 

daily effort to preserve our sacred hearts, to remain open by feeling, 

experiencing and exchanging loving feelings. This means that in all things 

that we decide for ourselves, in every moment, that we do not ever forget 

what love and compassion feels like when flowing through our heart. This 



heart-based quality is a distinctly angelic human quality, it is our sacred 

crystal heart that defines what it truly means to be a spiritualized and 

eternal human being. To become aware so that when we face adversity, that 

we are not disconnecting any part of our body from the forces of love; from 

giving, receiving and exchanging love, compassion, and empathy for life. We 

must keep our mind and thoughts focused upon those higher qualities of love 

and appreciation that we experience in our daily lives, and identify that 

which we can share to circulate more unconditional love and kindness with 

other people. 

During this turbulent phase, we must recognize that many of the controlling 

dark forces are desperate, and that any traumatic experience or fear 

program they have an opportunity to exploit, they will manipulate those 

events with the purpose to intentionally corrupt, betray and break the 

human heart. The means by which they scheme to corrupt the human heart, is 

by attempting to intimidate and force people to unknowingly walk into traps 

where their personal consent is being manipulated and their intent usurped. 

To intentionally confuse by deceiving, gaslighting, and manipulating people 

to play out betrayal and abandonment fears, that further trigger 

victim-victimizer archetypes that can be hijacked by dark spiritual 

attachments. What many of us are being told on the surface by the 

mainstream media is not accurate or real. Where underneath are the complex 

deceptions designed to manipulate the masses into making unconscious 

agreements, to be in consent with a harmful system that is inverted, dead 

energy or feeding into the anti-human agendas. 

How we neutralize spiritual betrayal agendas from taking control over our 

psyche, is to see these agendas clearly playing out in archetypal dramas 

and to recognize the fear programming when it is operating within a person, 

group or structure. At the same time, we must study ourselves and commit to 

eradicating all forms of deceptions or being complicit with others 

deceptions. Developing personal integrity by being authentic and 

transparent with others, and asking that mutual agreements be put in place 

to always be nonjudgmental and kind. When we can recognize the negative ego 

corruption or deception games being reinforced by others, then we can begin 

to recognize the real agendas that are hidden in the structure. When we can 

see the fear program running, then the game cannot automatically manipulate 

our subconscious because we are identifying it and calling it out, and from 

this perspective we can see its larger purpose is to incite fear and 

division. Refuse to be an agent of chaos, to incite fear or division, 

period. This is one of the most important concepts of psychological 

warfare, and helps us understand why the Guardians put such an emphasis on 

discerning ignorant darkness, discerning consciousness traps, seeing the 

dark agendas to divide and conquer. Because once you see the tactic and do 

not give your power away to it, the dark energy and AI has no power in that 

situation, and it cannot manipulate you. 

Practicing compassion for self and forgiveness of others, working on 

feelings of empathy for others, are ways of developing heart-based 



qualities that help us work through powerful and intense emotions. Shine 

your light into this world and speak the truth as you know it! “ 


